The method of minimal geometric deformation (MGD) is used to derive static, strongly gravitating, spherically symmetric, compact stellar distributions that are solutions of the Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac coupled field equations, on fluid membranes with finite tension. Their solutions characterize MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars, whose mass has order of the Chandrasekhar mass, once the range of both the fermionic self-interaction and the Yang-Mills coupling constants is suitably chosen. Physical features of MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars are then discussed, and their ADM mass are derived, as a function of the fermion coupling constant, the finite brane tension, and the Yang-Mills running parameter as well.
In this work, MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations will be derived as solutions of Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac coupled system of field equations on a fluid brane with finite tension. We will analyze the finite brane tension influence on the compact stellar configurations. Without taking into account Yang-Mills fields, solutions of the Einstein-Dirac coupled system consist of Dirac stellar distributions, driven by non-linear spinor fields [56, 57] . After, Maxwell, Yang-Mills and even Proca fields were coupled to the Einstein-Dirac coupled system, always in the GR, σ → ∞, limit [58] [59] [60] . MGD Dirac stars were proposed and studied in Ref. [61] , with astonishing physical consequences that arise from the brane tension finite value. The Einstein-Dirac coupled system of field equations have static and analytical solutions [62, 63] . Self-gravitating systems of spin-1/2 fermionic fields were also studied in Ref. [64, 65] . The main aim of this work is to study MGD compact stellar configurations, as solutions of the effective Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac coupled system of field equations on a fluid brane with finite tension.
Among the possible Yang-Mills fields that can be employed, we will approach SU(2) monopole-like fields. In fact, Refs. [58] [59] [60] 66] already studied static, spherically symmetric, configurations arising from Yang-Mills equations, however only in the GR limit of an infinitely rigid brane, with σ → ∞. Hence, it is natural to argue, in a realistic model that complies with recent observational data, how the finite tension of the brane can drive new MGD solutions of the Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac system. These solutions will be shown to form compact MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations, whose physical properties will be scrutinized. Besides the MGD procedure, a MGD-decoupling-like technique will be also utilized to construct a more reliable stress-arXiv:2003.12852v1 [hep-th] 28 Mar 2020 energy brane tensor, induced by non-linear spinor fields. For fermion masses that are orders of magnitude smaller than the Planck mass, the MGD-decoupled solutions will be shown to characterize MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars, with mass of the order of the Chandrasekhar mass. Selfinteracting spinor fields will be then employed to investigate the Yang-Mills-Dirac stars main physical features, whose ADM mass is a function of the fermion selfinteraction and Yang-Mills coupling constants. This paper is organized as follows: Sect. II is dedicated to review the MGD derivation as a complete method to deform the Schwarzschild solution and to describe realistic stellar distributions on finite tension branes. In Sect. III, the MGD Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac coupled system of field equations, on fluid branes with finite tension, is numerically solved, analyzed and discussed. MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations, whose mass has order of the Chandrasekhar mass, are studied and discussed. For it, the fermionic self-interaction and Yang-Mills coupling constants ranges are physically bounded. Sect. IV is devoted to conclusions and important perspectives.
II. THE MGD PROTOCOL
The MGD procedure, founded by Ovalle, is constructed to derive high energy scale corrections to GR [2, 5, 12] . Fluid branes have a variable tension that emulates cosmological evolution [14, 16] . The extended MGD derived the most rigorous brane tension bound, σ 2.81 × 10 −6 GeV 4 [8] .
Since the codimension-1 brane is embedded into the bulk, the extrinsic curvature, defined as the Lie derivative of the metric tensor, plays a prominent role in deriving equations of motion. As the bulk Riemann tensor can be written in terms of the brane Riemann tensor via the Gauss-Codazzi equation, the effective Einstein's equations on the brane read
where 8πG = 1 is adopted, being G the Newton's constant on the brane, G µν represents the Einstein's tensor and Λ b denotes the brane cosmological running parameter. One can cleave the stress-energy tensor in (1) into [67] T
The first term, T αβ , is the stress-energy tensor that represent brane matter and energy, eventually including dark matter and dark energy, whereas the electric part of the bulk Weyl tensor is denoted by E αβ . The tensor E αβ is non-local and depends on σ −1 , vanishing in the generalrelativistic limit. Splitting E αβ into traceless transverse (E αβ ) and longitudinal (E L αβ ) components, Ref. [67] showed that E L αβ contains solely brane matter terms. Therefore, the resulting equations of motion are closed when E αβ = 0, since this term contains Kaluza-Klein bulk gravitons, whose backreaction and interaction with brane matter do influence the equations of motion. The S αβ is a tensor that consists of quadratic terms involving the stress-energy tensor, arising from the extrinsic curvature terms in the projected Einstein tensor. Its intensity is smaller than E αβ [68] . In addition, L αβ encodes the geometry of how the brane bents into the bulk, whereas P αβ comprises stringy bosonic and fermionic fields in the bulk [16, 68] .
Compact stars are solutions of the system of equations (1), with metric
One can usually write A(r) = e ν(r) and B(r) = e χ(r) , for a more concise notation in what follows. The MGD and the MGD-decoupling method, together with their generalizations, can produce analytical solutions of the system (1, 2) [1, 2, 4, 5] , including the inner solutions concerning star distributions of radius R, given by
where (r) represents the density of the star distribution [2] . Given
the g rr metric component is then deformed by the embedding of the brane into the bulk [9] ,
where [3] κ(r) = e −I β+
Besides,
The function L(r) = L(p(r), (r), ν(r)) encodes the brane anisotropy induced by gravity in the bulk. As the finite brane tension has the strictest bound σ 2.81 × 10 −6 GeV 4 [8] , the scalar field β = β(σ) will be shown to depend on the inverse of σ, in full compliance with phenomenological data. Hence, the generalrelativistic limit yields lim σ→∞ β(σ) = 0, for outer, r > R, solutions. The geometric deformation κ(r) in the vacuum (p = 0 = ), denoted by h * (r) in what follows, is minimal, reading [2, 4] h * (r) = β(σ) e −I .
Junction conditions match the inner, r < R, MGD metric (where κ * (r) is given by Eq. (6) with L = 0) to the outer solution. The Weyl fluid that circumscribe the brane can be represented by the outer pressure and the bulk Weyl scalar, respectively given by
In this case, p(r) = 0 = (r) for r > R, and the outer solution metric reads [4, 69] 
+h * (r) +r 2 (dϑ 2 +sin 2 ϑdϕ 2 ).
(12) Matching conditions at the stellar surface r = R, yield [4] 
It is worth to emphasize that, in Eq. (14), the effective mass is given by M = M 0 +O(σ −1 ), where terms of order O(σ −2 ) on are dismissed, due to the phenomenological lower bound for the brane tension σ 2.81 × 10 −6 GeV 4 [8] . The Weyl fluid that bathes the outer stellar configuration implies the matching condition [10]
The function β(σ) can be read off from Eq. (15) , that can be equivalently written as [4] ,
Hence, the outer deformation, h * (r), at r = R has a negative value. It means that the MGD star event horizon, r MGD = 2GM /c 2 , is placed nearer the star center than the standard Schwarzschild event horizon,
. One concludes that effects caused by the brane embedding into the bulk make gravity to be weaker on the MGD stellar configuration, when one compares it with the Schwarzschild case [4, 17] . Eqs. (16, 17) imply that [4] 
One derives β(σ) when the geometrical deformation reads
The MGD metric can be then written as [2, 4] 
where
In the general-relativistic limit σ → ∞, the Schwarzschild metric is recovered from the MGD metric.
III. MGD YANG-MILLS-DIRAC STELLAR CONFIGURATIONS: RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Compact distributions can be described by the MGD. Considering a background fermionic field, ψ, of mass m, MGD stellar configurations can be derived as solutions of Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac coupled system field equations. One can take the spin-1/2 fermionic field minimally coupled to gravity (Einstein-Hilbert) and to the SU(2) Yang-Mills fields. The action for this system reads [58] 
and
where ω abµ denotes the spin-connection. The set {γ µ } is constituted by gamma matrices, satisfying {γ µ , γ ν } = 2g µν I, andψ = ψ † γ 0 is the spinor conjugate. Dirac matrices in curved spaces, γ a = e a µ γ µ , are computed when one employs tetrads e a µ . The term i g 2 A a µ σ a ψ describes the coupling between the spin-1/2 fermionic field and the Yang-Mills field, where g is the SU(2) coupling constant and σ a denote the set of Pauli matrices. Besides, (a, b, c = 1, 2, 3)
ν is the Yang-Mills tensor field strength and A a µ represent the Yang-Mills gauge potential.
With the action (22) and the MGD, one derives the MGD Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac system of equations of motion, with MGD-decoupling
where ζ(σ) σ −1 governs the MGD decoupling. The spin-1/2 fermionic stress-energy tensor is given by
Besides, due to the tiny phenomenological bound for the term l in Eq. (21) [19] , that compounds the MGD metric component (20b), the off-diagonal components of (27) are equal to zero. The Yang-Mills field has the usual form, emulating a non-Abelian monopole,
being its temporal component equal to zero. The following two spinor ansätze
where α 1 , α 2 : [0, ∞) → R, were proposed to study coupled systems [56, 57] . Substituting (29a) and (29b) in the MGD Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac system of equations of motion (26a) -(26d), the coupled system of ODEs is obtained, in terms of the MGD metric (3) . For the analysis that follows, one denotes the dimensionless radius, x = mr and ξ = πm cg 2 M 2 p (and by ( ) the derivative with respect to x), being M p = c/G 1.2209 × 10 22 MeV/c 2 = 2.176 × 10 −8 Kg the Planck mass, and the following rescaled quantities [57, 58] :
Hence, the MGD Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac coupled system of ODEs reads
As Planckian compact stellar distributions are not aimed to be studied in this work, the fermion mass is considered to be negligible when compared to the Chandrasekhar mass M 3 p m −2 . The SU(2) Yang-Mills running constant g is usually inversely proportional to the energy scale of the system. Since for the energy scale of compact stellar distributions that interest us has the coupling constant g of the order of unity, thenλ must be also of this order [58] .
The MGD of the Schwarzschild metric, (3), having temporal and radial coefficients (20a, 20b), satisfies separately the effective Einstein field equations on the brane (26a), with MGD-decoupling. Now we must verify whether the MGD metric and the ansätze (29a, 29b), together with the Yang-Mills field (28) , do satisfy the whole Yang-Mills-Einstein-Dirac coupled system (31a) -(31e). For it, there will be constraints in the form of the spinor fields coefficients, α 1 (r) and α 2 (r), in (29a, 29b). Integrating the system (31a) -(31e) numerically, one can use boundary conditions with respect to the center of compact distribution [58] :
The parameter α 1c indicates lim x→0 α 1 (x). The coefficients α 1 , α 2 and M 3 in Eqs. (32, 33) After numerical integration, the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac compact stellar configuration ADM mass parameter,M ∞ = mM M 2 p , as a function of the central value α 1c , has the profile illustrated in Fig. 1 , for the MGD-decoupling parameter ζ = 0.1. Two different values of the Yang-Mills coupling constant are considered, as well as two different values of the finite brane tension. In fact, as the most precise current bound on the variable brane tension is σ 2.81 × 10 6 MeV 4 [8] , then Fig. 1 takes this lower brane tension limit, and the distinct case σ ∼ 10 12 MeV 4 , to study the physical differences among these cases. It is worth to emphasize that the general-relativistic limit corresponds to a rigid brane, making σ → ∞ and ζ → 0.
In Fig. 1 , each plot has a peak in the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar mass, at some value of central value α 1c of the spinor field component. For the brane tension σ ∼ 10 12 MeV 4 and ξ = 0.03 the maximal mass equals 2.32M ∞ atα 1c = 0.318, whereas for ξ = 0.1 the maximal mass is equal to 1.50M ∞ , forα 1c = 0.279. On the other hand, for the most strict bound σ ≈ 2.81 × 10 6 MeV 4 , when ξ = 0.03 the maximal mass equals 2.22M ∞ at α 1c = 0.332, whereas for ξ = 0.1 the maximal mass is 1.40M ∞ , forα 1c = 0.270. One realizes that the bigger the brane tension, the bigger the maximal mass is, at smaller values ofα 1c . MGD Dirac stars were studied in a similar context, where a maximal mass was identified to a transition point, splitting stable and unstable MGD Dirac compact stellar configurations [61] . Fig. 1 is motivated by the sign of the binding energy, which is defined as the difference between the energy of n f free particles and the total energy of the system. The number n f corresponds to a Noether charge, being computed when the 4-current density j ρ = √ −gψγ ρ ψ is taken into account as n f =
In dimensionless variables,
As in the temporal component (20a) of the MGD metric the denominator equals the Schwarzschild one, the particle number in Eq. (34) is the same as in the Schwarzschild metric. As accomplished in Ref. [58] , stellar distributions having negative binding energy are unstable. Hence, the plots in Fig. 1 have the range of the variable α 1c compatible to positive values of the binding energy. The higher the value of ξ, the narrower the range of the variable α 1c is. Fig. 1 also illustrates how the maximal MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar mass increases as a function of the central value, α 1c , of the spinor component α 1 . For decrements of ξ, the maxima of the total ADM mass M max increase. It is worth to emphasize that Fig. 1 shows the dependence of M max on ξ, for small values of ξ:
Outer solutions for the Yang-Mills field f , with respect to the dimensionless radius, x, of the stellar distributions are shown in Figs. 2. Three values ξ = 0.01, ξ = 0.03 and ξ = 0.1 are employed in the analysis, for α 1c = 0.15 andλ = −1. The brane tension value σ ∼ 10 12 MeV 4 is adopted and ζ = 0.1 governs the MGD-decoupling. Fig.  2 illustrates the fine dependence of the Yang-Mills field f on the ξ parameter.
The spinor field components α 1 (x) and α 2 (x), as a function of dimensionless radius x, are illustrated in Figs.  3 and 4 , respectively for the MGD-decoupling parameter ζ = 0.01 and ζ = 0.1 and two different values ξ = 0.03 and ξ = 0.1, being the central value of the spinor field α 1 component, α 1c = 0.15 adopted, forλ = −1. Again, the brane tension value σ ∼ 10 12 MeV 4 is chosen. The SU(2) Yang-Mills field does not induce significant modifications on the stellar configurations, in what concerns its coupling to the fermionic fields. Therefore, qualitatively the spinor fields profiles in Figs. 3 and 4 do not significantly change, when compared to the MGD Dirac stellar distributions in Ref. [61] and their GR limit [57] . The ξ 1 regime can be further studied. For these values, there is a relation between the spinor field components, asserting thatα 2 α 1 , as seen in Figs. 3 and 4. Hence, Eq. (31a) yields, in this regime, 
Since Eq. (37) lacks the explicit appearance of the parameter ξ, one can employ Eq. (37) to determine the ADM (rescaled) massM ∞ = lim x→∞ M = ξ |λ| M m M 2 p , with respect toẼ. Fig. 5 represents the numerical solutions, for three different values of the brane tension. For each value of the brane tension, the maximal mass of the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configuration is given by
It is worth to emphasize that whenλ = −1, Eq. (35) is immediately recovered. Besides, our results lead to the ones in the general-relativistic limit in Ref. [58] . The brane tension values σ ∼ 10 12 MeV 4 (black line) is nearer the general-relativistic limit, whereas σ 2.81×10 6 MeV 4 represents the phenomenological current bound [8] , being more realistic for astrophysical applications. When σ ∼ 10 12 MeV 4 , the maximal mass reads M max ∞ = 0.436, at log(Ẽ) = 0.56; for σ ∼ 10 9 MeV 4 , one has M max ∞ = 0.419, at log(Ẽ) = 0.54; and when σ 2.81 × 10 6 MeV 4 , the maximal mass is given by M max ∞ = 0.402, at log(Ẽ) = 0.59. The bigger the brane tension, the bigger the peak corresponding to the stellar maximal mass is.
As accomplished to the ADM mass of the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations, their effective radius can be also studied. For it, an analog approach will be here employed as the one in the GR limit in Refs. [58, 70] , defining the effective radius of MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations as
It depends on the parameter ξ, in the regime ξ 1, as
This result leads to the ones in the general-relativistic limit in Ref. [58] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations, consisting of non-linear spinor fields minimally coupled to gravity in a SU(2) Yang-Mills background, on a fluid brane with finite tension, were studied and discussed. Two feasible fermionic fields ansätze were employed, as compatible spinor solutions to the MGD metric. These spinor fields that compose the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars, have components plot in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively for the MGD-decoupling parameter ζ = 0.01 and ζ = 0.1 and two different values ξ = 0.03 and ξ = 0.1, for a specific value of the central value, α 1c = 0.15 chosen. The spinor self-interaction parameterλ = −1 was adopted throughout the analysis. In fact, for these values and small values of ξ, stellar configurations with mass of the order of the Chandrasekhar mass can be derived, also avoiding Planckian compact MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations. The SU(2) Yang-Mills field was shown not to have a significant influence on the stellar configurations, mainly in what regards the coupling to the fermionic fields. However, Fig. 2 reveals a fine dependence of the Yang-Mills field f on the ξ parameter. Hence, the spinor fields profiles in Figs. 3 and 4 do not significantly change, when compared to the MGD Dirac stellar distributions in Ref. [61] and to GR limit in Ref. [58] as well. Besides, Fig. 5 showed the total ADM mass of MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations as a function of the energy of the stationary part of the spinor fields. The lower the brane tension, the lower the peak corresponding to the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar maximal mass is.
The MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars are qualitatively similar to their general-relativistic limit counterparts. In fact, the MGD parameter, l, in Eq. (21) attains small values [19] . However, even small, it does affect the solutions found by solving the system (31a -31e). Besides, the MGD-decoupling parameter ζ ∼ σ −1 also affects, for instance, the results in (26a, 31c, 31d, 35, 37) , making the maximal mass and the maximal radius, respectively in Eqs. (38, 40) , to vary, according to the most strict bound for the brane tension σ 2.81 × 10 6 MeV 4 [8] . In the general-relativistic limit, when σ → ∞, and consequently ζ → 0, the GR results in Ref. [58] are recovered.
Although relatively similar, from the qualitative point of view, to some results in the GR limit of Ref. [58] , the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars stellar configurations here studied bring a more realistic model, being more feasible, whose eventual gravitational wave observations in LIGO and eLISA will be more reliable. Indeed, MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars stellar configurations take into account a finite brane tension, whose current values comply with the CMB anisotropy and also to well established cosmological models. For example, the same procedure implemented in the MGD context in Refs. [21, 22] , that predicts the highest frequencies of gravitational wave (GW) radiation emitted by MGD star mergers, and their GW windows to be experimentally detectable in LIGO and eLISA, can be studied for MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars. A really important result is the numerical solution in Fig. 5 , for three different values of the brane tension. The maximal masses of the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations, as a function of the energy, are smaller, for smaller values of the brane tension. In fact, for any finite value of the brane tension, the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configuration maximal mass is smaller than the GR limit, studied in Ref. [58] . This difference can be observationally explored in current experiments on GW, determining specific physical signatures of MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stars.
Beyond the scope of this work, as a relevant perspective, one can add mass to the Yang-Mills gauge potential, to generate MGD Proca stars. Their GR limit were studied in Refs. [58, 71] , with static, regular, asymptotically flat metric [72] . Current proposals assert that massive spin-1 gauge field can compose dark matter. Hence, MGD Proca stars can play an important role on modelling realistic stellar configurations that are in full compliance with current cosmological models. Besides, although the MGD Yang-Mills-Dirac stellar configurations have been here scrutinized from a first quantized setup, second quantized quantum effects are worthy for investigation. Also, spin-1/2 fermions were used in this work, but higher spin fermions may be also useful to couple to Yang-Mills field and gravity. Besides the spin-3/2 Rarita-Schwinger field already proposed in Ref. [60] , other fermionic fields, including flagpole, mass dimension one, spinor fields [73] , might serve as useful ansätze, alternative to the ones in Eq. (29a, 29b).
